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A Six HUD4red Megacycle Electron 
Paramagnetic Resonance Spectr011eter 

INTRODUCTION 

A molecule of a paramagnetic compound bas a ~raa-

nent magnetic moment due to the intrinsic magnetic 

moments of l ts electrons an4 nuclei. When a molecule 

is placed in a agnetic field, only certain discrete 

orientations of the molecule's magnetic moatent are possible, 

each orientation corresponding to a distinct enersy 

state. When a sample with many olecules is present in 

a constant magnetic field, there will be a distribution 

of molecules in the various crnergy etates. tbe distribu, 

tion depending on the temperature aud the energy difference 

betwe :n tbe states. Tbe dlatributi·on will be altered 

under illumination at a frequency corresponding to the 

energy difference between two states. This absorption 

of radiation at a particular frequency by a paramas

netic compound placed. in a magnetic fiel\1 is known 

as paramagnetic resonance. The pbenomenon is called 

electron paramagnetic resonance, electron spin resonance 

or simply paramagnetic resonance when the difference in 

energy levels is due chiefly to the electrons' magnetic 

moments, aDd nuclear magnetic resonance •hen due to the 

nuclear agnetic moments. This thesis is ainly 
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concerned with electron paramagnetic resonance. 

The electron paramagnetic resonance condition is 

described by tb basic equation: h v • g ~BB0 where h 

is Planck• s constant, y is the radio frequency of the 

electromagnetic radiation illuminating a aampl , g is the 

spectroscopic splitting factor (alao called the Lande g 

factor), l-A Bia the Bohr magneton (eh/4 v mc), and H0 is 

the polarizing magnetic fie1d strength in which the sample 

is placed. Several values of the apeotroacopio splitting 

factor, g, are possible for a particular compound, each 

value corresponding to a particular reaonance line. The 

different values of g result trom the various orientations 

or the molecule's magnetic moment, the coupling between 

electrons and the coupling between lectrons and nuclei. 

In a crystal different values of g are possible due to 

its anisotropy. To detect all the resonance lines corre

sponding to the different value1 ot g, the frequen07 Y 

can b h 1~ constant and the magnetic tl 14 B0 varied. The 

varying absorption results in a paramagnetic resonance 

spectrum which is observed with an instrument known as 

an electron .paramagnetic resonance spectrometer. 

At resonance, energy is absorbed from the radio 

ft-equency field, resulting 1n an increase of the popula

tions ot ~~e atoms in those energy levels for which the 
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magnetic moment baa a smaller component parallel to the 

direction ot the polarizing magnetic field. When the 

resonance condition ia no longer satisfied, the original 

distribution of population• will be reassumed with con

sequent emission ot radiation with maximum intensity in 

directions perpendicular to the direction ot H
0 

• 'there

tore, the basic requirements to observe paramagnetic 

resonance are a polarizing magnetic field H
0 

in, aay, the 

z direction, a radio frequency field or frequency P whoae 

magnetic component is perpendicular to H in, aay, the
0 

y direction, and either a means ot detecting the induced 

field in the x direction or a means ot detecting the 

absorption ot energy from the applied radio frequency 

field. Spectrometer• uaing theae two different ways of 

detecting resonance are called induction spectrometers 

and absorption spectrometers, respectively. The spectro

meter described in this thesis is of the induction type. 

The detailed examination ot the theory of the spectro

meter reveals that the induced voltage consists of a 

component in phase with the o1cillating field and one 

90° out ot phase with it. These are called, respectively, 

the absorptive and dispersive components. The theory has 

been explained tully in several reviews and articles 

(1, p. 125-138; 7. p. 16-34. 102-134; 8, p. 138-191 

12, P• 11·24; 15, P• 904•933). 



4 
.Aa maY' be seen 1n the basic resonance equation~ the 

ratio or magnetic field stJ"ength to frequency is a oonatant 

for a t~ansition between two particular energy levels. 

For this reason any frequenor may be UQed tor pectral 

analysis, Resolution and sensitivity increase with 

increasing frequency, so the higher frequencies are 

usually chosen,. commonly about 10,000 megacycles per 

second with a corresponding polarizing field of approzi• 

mately 31 000 oersteds, 

The spect:romete.r to be described here ia designed 

to operate at a radio fz-equenoy of 600 megaoyolea per 

second with a magnetic field in the neighborhood of 

200 oersteds. !he 600 megacycle region has some advant• 

ages over ·the higher frequencies which include leaa 

attenuation of the signal in aqlteoua solutions, simpler 

instrumentation, and a larger sample volume. 1!'he detect-, 

1on of p~amagnetio substances in the aqueous state would 

be particular'ly useful for the investigation ot biological 

reactions, while the larger sample volume would make this 

apectromet$r especially applicable fer the detection or 

paramagnetic ga es. 

Nuclear magnetic and electron paramagnetic reaonance 

have many featur0s in common and the experimental equip• 

m.ent for the detection of e oh is veey similar. It ia for 



thia reason that there haa been auch a close parallel in 

their individual d1scover1ea and develop~nta. ~he main 

dltterence ia that the ratio of magnetic field atrength 

to frequency for nuclear magnetic re .onanoe ia about 103 

times larger because the magnetic moment of an electron 

ia about 103 times that of a proton. 

Two early unaucceaetul attempts · to detect nuclear 
" • ' •· ' 'l 

magnetic resonance were reported (5, p. 503-514; 6, p . 

591•596), and probably would have been successful if 

different aamplea had been chosen. Three 7eara al'~er 

the latter or these attempta, the observation or electron 

paramagnetic resonance was reported by zavoisky (16, p. 

245) using hydrated copper chloride in a polarizing field 

of 47.6 oerateda and at a frequency ot 1.33 x 108 oyolea 

per second. In 1946, Purcell, Torrey, and Pound (14, 
P• 37•38) were the tirat to detect nuclear magnetic 

resonance absorption. Almost aimultaneoualy, and inde• 

pendently, Bloch (2, P• 127) reported the obaervation ot 

nuclear magnetic reaonanoe induction in water. 

CUmmerow and Halliday (4, P• 433) combined the nucle• 

ar and electron reaonance techniques to construct an 

electron paramagnetic resonance apectrometer ot high 

sensitivity. In 1947 a spectrum conaiating or more than 

one resonance waa observed bJ Zavoiaky (17~ p. 887-888). 
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This "multiple splitting• was 1n MnSo4•3 H2o whose 

spectrum contains five linea. Latel", Penrose (13. p. 

992) also observed hypertine structure 1n a dilute 

Tutton salt. 

Some ot the narl"'west observed electron paramag• 

netic resonance spectral linea originate in free rad

icals. These are compounds whose molecules contain one 

or more loosely bound electrons. The first detection 

or electron paramagnetic resonance in a free radical 

(pentaphenyloyclopentad1entl) was made by Kozyrev 

(9, P• 1032•1035) in 1947. 

Electl"'n paramagnetic resonance speotl"'soopy has 

found research applications in biology. chemistry, and 

physics. The developments in the field have been so 

extensive that several commercial spectrometers are now 

available (7, P• 257-258). 
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INSTHUMENTATION 

The spectrometer in operation with oscilloscope 

pre,sentation can be seen in Figttre 1. Its deacription 

is best accomplished by separate consideration of its 

five ba ic elements: the magnet, the source of the 

polarizing and sweep magnetic fields; the probe., which 

contains the sample; the oscillator, the source of the 

oscill ting magnetic field; the receiver, th means ot 

detecting the signal; and the final detector, which 

provides the signal for chart recording.., The operation 

of the spectrometer and the results ot the calibrations 

carried out will be described later. 

~ appet 

The windinss The magnet and 1ts power supply may 

be seen in Figure 2. Sinoe the magnetic field must be 

variable and very uniform in the 200 oersted region, 

a Helmholtz type electro-magnet was selected. 

For a Helmholtz pair of one turn, 

-mtH: iif r 
where H is the magnetic field in oersteds, I is the 

current in abamperes, and r is the radius in centimeters . 
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Fi~1re 1. Spectrometer in operation with 
oscilloscope presentation. 
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Figure 2. Magnet, current re~1lator, motor 
generator, and motor generator 
field supply. 
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This type of magnet ideally has pairs of coaxial circular 
I 

turns each separated a distance equal to the radius of 

the turns. The first and second derivatives of the 

magnetic field 1n the axial d1rect1.on vanish on the axis 

midway between the coila. Since the magnet requires 

DliUl1 turns or wire, not every tum can satisfy the 

Helmholt• condition. To partially compensate for the 

t1nite cross aeotion ot the windings, the ratio of the 

depth to the width or the croaa section waa made equal 

to 6.00/5.57 (11, P• 331-357). Pour pairs ot windings 

ot about 6 x lo3 turns per pair were used. 

As may be seen in Table 1, the resistance ot each 

winding is of the.order ot 103 ohms while the current 

required in each tum. tor a field of 200 oersteds is 

about 0.4 ampere. A aeries connection, which is pre• 

terred since 1t insures the aame current in all tuma, 

gave rise to problema ot electrical breakdown. Connec

tion of the coils as is shown 1n the circuit diagram in 

Figure 3 reduced the danger ot electrical breakdown. At 

the same time, the alternating aeries-parallel connection 

from the lett to the right aide ot the magnet is help

ful 1n minim! zing non-unitorm1ty due to unequal change a 

in the reaiatanoes trom possible uneven heating 1n each 

halt of the magnet. With this connection a power supply 

tum1shing about 103 volta at 1.5 amperes was needed. 

http:6.00/5.57
http:d1rect1.on
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TABLE 1 

INDING DATA ON THE 'MAGNET 

Average Number Resistance 
diameter of turns X 103 
in om. per ooil ohms 

31.4 

38.7 

46.3 

.53.3 

TOTAL RESISTANCE IS 
(when connected as 
shown in Figure 3) 

3111 

3112 

3111 

3110 

68$ ohms 

1.04 

1.30 

1.$0 

1.7$ 
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To make the maximum coil•to-ground voltage approximately 

600 volts, the location ot the ground waa ohoaen between 

two of the. coila. 

The colla were wound on preo1aely machined aluminum 

forma. 'l'o insulate the #30 tormvar-covered copper wi:re 

from the forma, o. 00.5 inch "t1sh paper" waa cemented to 

the forms w1th a glyptal•type vamiah. Thia varnish was 

also applied to the wire while winding the magnet to ohieve 

better insulation and better heat conductivity between 

the wire and the form. 

qooltBg the magnet The amount of heat generated 

by the current in the magnet is approximately 1600 watts • 

~o cool the aluminum form., channel~ were machined lnto 

each coil form approximately two inches h-om the w1nd1nga1 

and a cap waa welded over the top. It waa intended that 

water be used as a coolant tor circulation through the 

channels. However, it was found that one ot the forma 

was quite porous so that water could not be ueed due to 

the danger of electrical breakdown. Next, transformer 

oil, which has good dielectric properties, waa pumped 

througn the channels, and a small heater core 1mme~aed 

1n tap water waa uaed as a heat exchanger to cool the 

oil. The temperature gradient .across the form tor the 

transfer ot this quantity of heat in the aluminum waa too 

great tor stable and aate operation of the magnet at the 



required currents.. Th uae of the internal ch nn.ela was 

~en abandoned and d1tterent cooling system wa ub• 

atituted• Five turna of semi-flattened 3/8 tnch copper 

tubing were cemented with "Epooaat" #202 cement to the 

coil torms adjacent to the windings and tap water it 

used as the coolant, This has prov n muoh more ett1.. 

c1ent than he previous ayatemJ one• • hamd may be reeted . 

comtortabl7 anywhere on the magn t. Interlocks placed 

on the water linea from each oo11 form prevent the flow 

ot magnet curTent until approximately one•halt gallon 

ot water per minute 1s c1roulating in eaoh torm. 

~ maet pow~r pupalz '.ro provide • ateady our

rent upply for the magnet, two direct current genera• 

tors regulated bJ an eleotPOnic current regulator are 

used. one haa an output capacity of 2000 volta at 1.35 

amperes,. the other, 2000 volts at 0.85 amperes. Our• 

rent fro one to two amperes 1a n ceaeary for opera• 

t1on at the desired field; therefore, both generatoPa 

must be uted. However, direct parallel connection ia 

not feasible due to the poaa1b111ty ot "motorizing" 

one generator. Therefore, the positive lead ot each 

nerator 1a oonneeted to the plates ot two vacuum 

triodes, E1mac type 304 'fL, connected in parallel. The 

cathodes of all four are joined and current tlowa from 

them through the magnet to the common ne gative of the 
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generators. The current is regulated and controlled 

at the grids or the 304 1fL tubes by a two-stage, direct 

current amplifier whose input signal is the difference 

between the voltage drop across a rea1ator placed in 

aeries with the negative magnet :retum lead and the 

pot~ntial across a portion or a voltage divider supplied 

by a heavy duty 4.5' volt batteey. The batte17 has a 

11r.et1me ot about a year since it ia always connected 

to a load of 90 x 103 ohma. 

A 30 x 103 ohm 10-turn potentiometer driven by a 

110 volt A.o. synchronous clock motor forma the scanning 

mechanism in the voltage divider. At the present time 

i .t is driven through. its 10 tuma 1n 14 minutes with a 

corresponding change 1n the magnetic field equal to 

about 90 oersteds., Other gears may be added to soan 

faster or slower. 

~ modulation coila For the observation of the 

resonance signal, a modulation technique is desirable. 

Therefore. the polarizing magnetic field is made to 

varr regularly around the value H by means or modula• 
0 

tion coila operating at a low audio :frequency. The 

detected signal may th&n be viewed on a cathode ray 

oaoilloacope by applying a voltage at the modulation 

frequency to the horizontal plates. and by applying the 

receiver output to the vert1oal plates of the scope. 
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A fifth pair of Helmholtz coils, located inside and 

coaxial with the larger coils , supplies the modulated 

agnetic field. A modulation coil power supply for 

general work with oscilloscope presentation is a 60 

cycle per second variable autotransformer set at about 

100 volts . In order to minimize noise signal due to 

stray line voltage , tbe modulation frequency used in 

conjunction with the final detector is 100 cycles per 

second . Tbe 100 cycle per second power is furnished to 

the modulation coils by an audio oscillator aDd a SO 

watt audio amplifier of standard design. A 2.2 micro

farad capacitor was connected in series with modulation 

coils to compensate for the impedance of the coils. 

With the addition of the capacitor. the coils could be 

connected to tbe 250 ohm tap on the audio amplifier ' s 

output transformer. The modulation coils are shown 

with the main magnet in Pigure 1• and data are given in 

Table 2. 

Magnetic field obtained With a current of 1.5 

amperes flowing to the magnet, resonance was observed 

using a sample of the free radical dipbenylpicryl. 

bydrazyl (abbreviated D PH) at 595 megacycles per econd . 

The splittiug factor. g, of DP equals 2.0036 (7. p. 136). 

UsiD& this value in the resonance equation given on 
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TABLE 2 

DATA 0 UODULATION COI LS 

Average diameter 

Number of turna (each half) 

Resistance (each half) 

rlagnetic field in oersteds with 
the pair connected in parallel 

20 om. 

3200 

700 ohms 

1.4 X 102 I (amps) 
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pa89 2, the ma ot a f1 ld H 1 212 oersteds. Since the 

magnetic .field is proportional to the o~rent, the 

relation betwe•n the . gnetio f'ield and the current is: 

H (oersteds) : 141 I (amperes)~ 

The DPPR resonance signal sho. s that the magnetic 

field drifts during w rm•up, but remains essentially 

constant atte:t- about 15 minute s.. After warm-up, a 

recording of the m gnet cur:rent showed 1 t to b constant 

w1 thin about 0.1 %. 

~Probe 

The probe contains the sample in the region of the 

driving rad1o~fP&quenoy magnetic field, and picks up the 

induced electromagnetic r diation at right angl a to 

this driving field . The assembled probe is shown in 

Figure 4. 
At the frequency of 600 megacycles, the circuit 

can be described in terms of either lumped constant 

elements (aee Figure 5) or at transmission line sections . 

The 7 cubic centimeter sample region consists of two 

parallel•reaonant circuits . The inductors are single 

loops which overlap · and are or1ent.ed at right angles to 

each other and to the polarizing magnetic field . Each loop 

consist• of two 1/4 inoh diameter brass rods, 1 inch long, 

http:or1ent.ed


Figure 4. Assembled probe. 
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Figure 5. Equivalent circuit of the probe. 
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butt.ed to a solid plate. '!'he plates form the walla of 

the sample region and are at ground potential. The 

separation between the rods is 1 inoh tor the 
I 

rece1ver 

section and 1.875 inches tor the transmitter section. 

The different separationa allow one to place a cylindri

cal sample between the crossed coila, completely filling 

the area of the Peceiver co.11 so that the max1mum sensi

tivity may be obtained. 

The free ends of the rods are attached to the 

oapac1tor plat.ea as oan be seen in Figure 6. Each capac

itor consists of two stationaey, coplaner plates and a 

movable, parallel plate whose distance from the fixed 

plates is varied by rotating it on the tine screw which 

projects trom the polystyrene insulation between the 

two stationa17 plates. Each movable plate is adjusted 

by rotation of the tuning stems which project from the 

ends of the probe. 

"!'he connections to the probe from the transmitter 

and receiver are made with 50 ohm coaxial cable which 

must be impedance matched to the two main resonant sec

tiona • 'fhe impedance matching sections utilize parallel 

resonant ci~ouita connected directly to the sample region 

circuits. Their inductors couple magnetically into small 

loops on the end or the cou:ial cables. The main inductor 

1n each matching aection is a loop or the same spacing 
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POLYSTYRENE 

CAPACITOR: 
ADJUSTABLE PLATE - 

Figure 6. Construction of the transmitter section 
of the probe. 

SLIDING VARIABLE

COUPLING PLATE~ 

CAMCITOR 

Figure 7. Coupling loop on the transmitter 
section of the probe. 
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aa the sample region inductor and is formed or 1/4 inch 

diameter brass rod 4 inches long. In both the transmitter 

and receiver sections of the probe, each sample and 

impedance matching inductor is tuned to resonance by the 

variable capacitor common to the two inductors and 

located between them. The tuning range ot both the 

transmitter and receiver aectiona is from $90 to 610 

megacycl •• During construction the lengtha ot the 

impedance matching rods were determined by detecting 

resonance in the i~edanoe sections aa a shorting bar 

was. mo.ved along t~ rod .. Which were then out to the 

appropriate lengths. Resonance w a detected by observ

ing a minimum in the gr1.d current ot the tranamittert s 

oec1llator tube. 

Proper matching of the impedance of the 50 ohm 

coaxial cable to that or the resonant cirouit requires 

that the inductive impedance or the loop on the coaxial 

line be much less than 50 obma. A 7/8 inch diameter 

loop wa_a necessary for sutticient coupling; however, the 

inductive impedance ot this loop is about 100 ohms, 

which ia about ten t~es too large. To compensate for 

th1a 100 ohm impedance, it was necessary to add a small 

adjustable capacitor 1n aeries with the coupling loop 

to balance out the inductive reactance. Sliding plates, 

shown in Figure 7, were constructed and installed between 
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eaoh coupling loop and ita matching section loop in ord r 

to vary the mutual inductance between them to obtain 

impedance matching. Bach aeotion of the probe waa 

adjusted to the proper impedance at reeorumce w1th the 

aid of a etandtng wave line and Smith chal't. 

Thua far the probe circuit has been presented in 

terms of the concepts of lumped circuit elements. 

Alternatively, the sections of the probe can be described 

1n terms ot resonant. aeotione ot tw1n•u1al tranamiaaion 

line. '!'he transmitter and receiver aeotiona are each 

formed from two, aborted, half•wa"t"elengtb aeot1ona of 

transmission line oriented at rigbt angles to each other 

and overlapping by a quarter wavelength 1n the sample 

region. The sample aeot1oaa are approximately l/16 th 

of a free•apaoe wavelength because the tuning O«P&01• 

tora · deorease the velocity ot propagation of waves 

along the lines. 

Although the coila were constructed with their 

planea oriented aa nearly perpendicular to each other 

as possible,. there was still a relatively la:rge amount 

ot leakage from the transm1tter section to the receiver 

section. This leakage was due to inductive and capac!• 

tive coupling caused by alight deviations from peP• 

pend1oular1ty and from d.1atol't1ons ot the t1eld 
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due to the cover and sample.. Therefore, 1t was necessaey 

to insert "paddles" (see Figure 8) to steer the field so 

that the two loops are eleotl'ically at right angles to 

each othel'. The leakage was so large that the medium 

paddle, consisting of a l/2 inch brass bolt filed at 

4SO on the end, wa.s 1nsutf1o1ent. A coarse paddle held 

between the two plane walla or the sample section by 

four bronze springs permitted aa.t1sf'aotory control. 

To obtain a finer balance,. smaller paddle was inserted 

coaxially with the medium paddl • 

The paddles control only the leakage due to induct• 

1ve and capacitive effects. There 1s a smaller component 

o.t leakage curren\due to eddy currents in the cover 

(12, p . 34·40),wh1ch 1a 90° out of phase with respect 

to the induct1ve and capac1 tive leakage. This leakage 

is controlled by inducing a variable voltage of the 

proper phase into the receiver section sample loop. 

A section of coaxial cable of a length to give a phase 

shift of 90° was coupled to the transmitter line by 

variable capacitor Whose construction may be seen in 

Pigure 9. The other end ot the cable was inserted into 

the sample region as ahown 1n F1gur 8 and • s induct

ively coupled into the receiver coil by a loop pl ced 

on the end of the cable. The impedance of the 
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MEDIUM 
-.,a FINE 

MDDLES 

Figure 8. Probe cover. 

Figure 9. Variable coupling capacitor in 
phase shifting line. 
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termination was adjust d to about 50 ohms resistive 

impedanoe by forming the loop from a 56 ohm, 1/4 watt 

:resistor and a 2.~ mioromiol'Ofar d capacitor 1n series . 

1ther component or the resonsnt sie;nal discussed 

on page 3 may be observed if the leakage 1s of the same 

phase as the de ired component or the signal (12, p 34-· 
40). The absorptive signal is viewod by making the 

leakage controlled by the p ddle bout 10 times larger 

than the leakag controlled by the ooa.."t!al phase....ah1tting 

line while the d1apers1ve signal is viewed by making 

the leakage controlled by the ooax1al phase-shifting line 

about 10 t!mea larger than the leakage controlled by the 

paddle. 

The Oscillator 

adio frequency power is supplied to the probe from 

a surplus u. s. government jamming transmitter, type 

T•ll6/APT-SA, oonvertod by the removal of the modulation 

sections. It is tun ble from ~00 to 1200 mega.oyoloa .. 

The oscillator oirouit utilizes a single 11gbthou$e 

tub6 type 30.22 in a grounded grid circuit employing 

resonant cavities tor th tuned plate and cathode a otions, 

as may be seen in F1gur 10. A' Kepco MOdel 5lOB power 

supply is used to proTide 800 volts D.C, at 40 
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Figure 10. Oscillator circuit. 
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milliamperes for the oscillator plate and 6.) volts A.c. 
for ita filament. The use ot this regulated power 

supply rather than a non-x-egulated one used initially, 

improved the signal-to-noise ratio of the resonance 

signal by a factor of 10. The 28 volt D.c. blower 

originally mounted on the oscillator gave rise to appreo• 

!able acoustical modulation 1n the output of the trans

mitter. A 110 volt A.a. blow&r, mounted separately, 

decreased the modulation to an acceptable amount. 

The Jteceiver 

The receiver is a u. s. government surplus radar 

receiver, type AN/APR-4 nth plug-in tuning unit, type 

TN-18/APR-4, tunable f:rom 300 to 1000 megacycles. The 

receiver has a superheterodyne oirouit utilizing· butter• 

tly capacitors for the antenna and local oscillator 

circuits with a 1W2l•B ox-yatal diode mixer. There are 

five 30-megacyole intermediate frequency stages followed 

by .a vacuum tube diode, radio frequency choke, an 

18 x 103 ohm resistor, a 2.7 x 103 ohm resistor, and a 

mioroammeter in aeries connected to ground. The receivex

output for the oscilloe ope and final detector present• 

ation is developed across the 18 x 1oJ ohm resistor and 

the mioroammeter. 
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A bandwidth switch with narrow-band and wide•band 

posit.ions was used in the latter position with a band

width of about 4 megacyolea. The presence of some 

non-understood, coherent aignal made the narrow-band 

position unusable. 

The intermediate frequency stages have a variable 

gain eleven-position attenuator calibrated ln steps from 

0 to 74 decibels attenuation. !he voltage gain in the 

0 decibel position is 106• The intermediate frequency 

stages show a maximum non-linearity of 10 ~ when cali• 

brated using either a 2 ~ modulated or an unmodulated 

30 megacycle input signal within the range ot 20 to 200 

microamperes on the output microammeter and for 42 to 74 

decibel attenuator settings. The receiver's output 

decreases when the input signal is increased to a level 

above that corresponding to 190 microamperes on the 

receiver meter with the attenuator set at the 74 deci

bel position. This phenomenon, called blocking, appar

ently originates in the tuning unit and is compensated 

for by decreasing the input signal by oapacitively 

coupling the input to the receiver. In all other pos1

.tiona the receiver operated sat1atactorily.• 
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Final Detector 

The sensitivity can bB increased above that obtain

able with oscilloscope presentation by means of a de

tector which will pass only those signals or the same 

frequency and phase as those which are used for the 

modulation. This type of detector is called a phase 

sensitive detector or a "look•in" amplifier. The basic 

circuit employed was that suggested by Cox (3, p. 307

308) and is shown, as modified, in Figure 11. The 

power is turniahed to the final detector by a Heathkit 

variable voltage regulated power supply Model PS·3· 

The rectified and filtered output voltage from the 

final detector is divided by a ten-turn, 30 x 103 ohm 

potentiometer used as a signal attenuator. The attenu

ator output is adjusted to give the desired deflection 

on a Varian Model G-10 chart recorder set tor 10 milli

volt full scale deflection. The filtering circuit in 

the final detector consists of a resistance capacitance 

network. Time constants of 0.3, .3, or 102 seconds are 

possible with the use or 0.1, 1, or 40 microfarad 

capacitors, respectively. 

Since the final detector•s circuit is sensitive to 

the relativ~ phase between the reference and input 

signals, a phase shifting circuit was added in the 
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Figure 11. Final detector circuit. 
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reference signal line from the modulation colla. The 

"pentapole" potentiometer was constructed from a stand

ard, wire-wound, 40 x 103 ohm potentiometer by the addi• 

tion of' three extr connections. These connections 

·aborted out enough. turns to make each fou!"th ot the 

potentiometer appro~1mately 7 x 103 · ohms. The circuit 

furnishes a phase ahl.t't o.t' from 0 to 360 and an amp11· 

tude varying by a maximum of a~out 20 %. The detector 

is relatively inaensi~ive to the reference input · volt

age level gnd therefore, the 20 %variation is permiss

ible. 

The noise frequency range with oscilloscope present

ation is limited by the oscilloscope bandwidth which is 
6about 10 cycles per second. The final detector limits 

this noise band to less than ten cycles per second. 

Since the signal-to-noise ratio depends on the recipro

cal of the square root or the bandwidth (7, p. 100), 

the final detector should improve the sensitivity by 

a factor or more than 102• However, the oircuit emplored 

responds to the odd multiple and odd sub-multiple har

monics o.t' the reference frequency as well aa to the 

reference frequency. In the future, a narrow paaa filter 

will be added to the final detector to attenuate these 

undesirable noise ha~on1ca. 
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A block diagram showing the c1~cu1 t ot the entire 

speo.tromet6:r oan be seen 1n Pl~e 12. 
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Figure 12. Block diagram of spectrometer. 



OALIBBATIOB' 

Photographs ot the Oloilloacope presentation of the 

Peaonanoe signals can be seen in F1gu.re 1.3. The signal 

shown was obtatned with the modulation coila connected 

directly to line voltage. DiphenTlpiorrlhydrazyl, 

which baa a natural line width of about 2.7 oersteds, 

was ua.ed (7, p. 1.36). '!'his material is commonly employed 

in checking the aena1t1v1ty ot electron paramagnetic 

resonance spectrometer• becauae ot it• high concentration 

or absorbing centers, ita 11ne width, and ita chemical 

stability. The tirat trace ahown corresponds to a peak

to-peak voltage ot about 20 with the attenuator set at 

.30 decibels. 'l'h1a trace ia for one complete 60 cycle 

per second mOdulation period; hence, there are two 

responses in the signal. The second picture ahows the 

d1spe:tts1on signal in halt ot a modulation period. 

The aens1t1v1ty of the instrument was obtained by 

uaing a one m11ligram sample of DPPH, about 1018 mole• 

cules, and estimating the reaulting aignal-to•no1ae 

ratio from the osoilloacope photographs. The third 

trace in Figure 13 ahowa a a.1gnal from a one milligram 

sample with a aignal-to-noiae ratio ot about ten to one. 

From theae oons1derat1ona, the estimated sensitivity 1a 

about to17 absorbing centers with oac11losoope presentation. 
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TYPICAL SIGNALS FROM D. P.P. H. 

80 MG. OF D.P. P.H. 

ABSORPTION SIGNAL 

80 MG. OF D.P. P. H. 

DISPERSION SIGNAL 

I t-4 G. 0 F D. P. P. H. 

DISPERSION SIGNAL 

Figure 13. Typical oscilloscope signals . 



Figure 14 shows the recorded final dete,otor aignala 

obtained with d1phenylp1orylhy-drazyl . The signal from 

the final detector are the derivatives ot the resonance 

oul"ve shape (7, P• 78•80) . The dispersion signal waa 

recorded on the Varian chart reco~er with a total time 

lapse or 6 minutes represented, and the m.agnetJ.o t1eld 

was scanned at a t-ate of about 7 oersteds per minute. 

The abaorption trace was z-eeorded on a Leeds and Northrup 

recorder before the motorized scanning mechanism was 

added. '!'he sharp vertical spike on the d1sper•1on aig• 

nal 1a due to noise oauaed by jumping on the floor. The 

dritt of the zero level ahowa the eftecta of equ1pment 

The reault1ng aent1tivity 11 aomewhat better than 

1016 ap1na, Which is a tactor of approximately ten bettel" 

than the aenaitivity with osoillosoope presentation. 
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Figure 14. Final detector signals (derivatives of oscilloscope signals). 
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DISOUSSIOH 

An estimated maximum poaa1ble sensitivity at the 

trequ~mc,- ot the equipment described in the preceding 

pages oan be obtained by an interpolation of the 

sen itivities of other apeotrometera operating at vari

ous other frequencies. A typ1oal commercial X•band 

· apeotPOmeter (Varian V•4$00) with phase sensitive 

detection has an overall sensitivity of 1012 apins . A 

spectrometer operating 1n the rang of 10·500 mega• 

cycles per eoond with a sensitivity of 1014 spina has 

been reported {10, p . 521•528). From those aenaitiv• 

itiea, it can be eatimated that the maximum possible 

sensitivity at 600 megacycles . ahould be about 1013 

spina. This differs trom the observed aena1t1v1ty b7 a 

factor ot about 1ol. There are several likely aouroea 

or the additional noiae . Firat, there is a noise 

modulation in the oscillator output which is super

imposed on the signal through the leakage .. Also, the 
~ ' 

mixer in the receiver is a crystal diode whose back 

resistance has considerable thermal noise in addition to 

the Schott noise . The f'irst intermediate frequency 

stage also adds conside~able Schott noise to the signal 

in the three highest g•in attenuator settings . 

To reduce these last three sources of noise, a 600 

megacycle preamplifier ut111z1ng a low noise ultra 
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high frequency triode may be used to raiae the signal 

level above the noise level of the receiver before it is 

applied to the receiver, allowing the latter to be 

ope-rated at lower gain. one may then deot-eaae the 

leakage in the probe, and still have autf1o1ent current 

for operation ot the diode. The acoouatlcal noiae in 

the probe forma a relatively large traction of the 

sign.al at low leakages,. but this.:might be remedied by 

strengthening some ot the vibrating components 1n the 

probe. 

A narrow pass filter should improve the sensitivity 

of the final detector still further by attenuating the 

odd harmonics of 100 oyolea per second to which the final 

detector is sensitive. 
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APPENDIX 

Ope·ration of the Probe 

To assist in the use ot the apparatus. summary 

of the adjustments for the probata operation 1 included. 

1 . The reoeiver 18 set at a oonven1ent fr quenoy 

between .590 and 6'10 megacycles p r second. 

2. The transmitter is tuned by adjusting 1ta plate 

and cathode settings to those given in the 

transmitter manual . 1th the probe connected 

to the transm1tter and reoe1ver, the antenna 

loading of the transmitter is adjusted for a 

maximum on the receiver m1oroammeter; this is 

done with the probe detuned to prevent blocking 

of the reoeive:rt signal. 

3. The tuning c.apac1tor ot the probe transmitter 

section is adjusted and resonance 11 indicated 

by a maximum 1ntene1tr ot a NE•2 neon gl ow lamp 

connected to a two tum loop of w1:re 1nae:rted 

1n the sample region through the eample port . 

4• '.rhe sample is substituted for the n on lamp 

and loop . 

5. Because the receiver blocks the a1gnal when the 

latter !a too intense, it 1s necessary to set 
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the rec·eiver on the minimum gain position and 

then break the direct connection ot the coaxial 

cable at the receiver input terminal and capac• 

itively couple 1t by placing the cable connector 

close to the receiver•• input connector. The 

receiver, the antenna loading ot the tranamitter, 

and the receiver and transmitter seotiona ot 

the probe are then tuned tor a maximum on the 

receiver microammeter. 

6. The coarae paddle 11 adjusted to a minimum on 

the receiver meter. Then the tuning or both 

sections ot the probe is again adjusted to a 

maximum on the meter, and the paddle ia re

adjusted tor a minimum on the meter. This 

repitition is. neoeaaaey because the adjustment 

or the paddle changes the capacitance or the 

resonant aeotions slightly. A true minimum 

tor this component ot leakage is indicated 

by the obaervation ot two minima on the meter 

tor one revolution ot the medium sized paddle. 

7. The variable capacitor on the coaxial cable 

connected to the '"tt" is now adjuated tor a 

minimum signal, 11hen the medium paddle is 

adjusted for a minimum. Bow, the probe's 
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output should be at a sutt1o1ently low level 

for its direct connection to the receiver. It 

the receiver meter rises to 190 microamperes 

with the attenuator at 74 decibels while the 

connection is being made, the leakage muat 

be turther reduced before the direct connection 

11 completed. The- medium or tine paddle and 
I 

the capacitor are varied altemately and the 

rece1ver gain is adjuerted accordingly until 

the leakage is about ten times the magnitude 

of the estimated resonance signal. They must 

be adjusted alternately because the phase 

difference of the components of leakage they 

control is not exactly 90°. 

8. Either the dispersive or absorptive mode ot 

the signal is viewed by increaslng either the 

phase-shifting cout.al oable leakage or the 

paddle leakage by a factor of ten respectively, 




